Errata for first printing of *Logic and Language Models for Computer Science* (2015), some of which persisted into second printing. The second printing can be distinguished by the fact page 144 is corrected. (Almost all of these errors were not in the manuscript I submitted to the publisher.)

p 33 l-14: “and alpha then”
p 34 l 8: “not alpha”
p 40 l 3: “assumption”
p 62 ex 4.9(c): “using vertices other than”
p 73 l 7: subscript is 0
p 89 l 4 to -2: increase indentation
p 91 l 9: b is assigned 1
p 94 ex 6.3: s is assigned s + i
p 94 ex 6.6: s is initially assigned 2
p 122 l 7: missing small sigma
p 124 l -1: no end-of-proof square
p 127 l 5: no overscore on first M
p 127 l 6: overscore on first L
p 132 l 9: “exactly 2”
p 132 ex 8.8: entries on left side should be in order q_0, q_1, q_2, q_3
p 133 ex 8.18: change or to and
p 144 l -4: k’s are superscripts
p 158 middle: second half of displayed equation should not be on next line
p 193 l 15: accent mark is the sideways T symbol
p 198 l 5: second S is S’
p 199 l 4: parenthesis before “head”
p 280 ex 4.3(c): add “and different(x,y)” to end
p 284 l 7 : i before first equals symbol

p 289  ex 8.7: Xs are As. The B row entries are backwards
p 289 ex 8.8(c): table labels in reversed

p 291 : answer for 8.18 (b) should not have BX accepting

p 293 l 7 : comma is decimal point

plus numerous font issues.